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– looking at that which is looking at being looked at.
day seven



– what is the ‘use’ of focus?
– what higher function does clarity serve?
– where is attention located?
– why do we think about attention?
– what is ‘attention’?
– can we actually be attention?
– how can focus be ‘improved’?
– is a clarity part of anything else?
– can we have attention ‘in’ time?

ponder



consider
– what would having no attention be like?
– regarding all focus and clarity as false
– where is attention located?
– why do we have attention?
– what is ‘our’ focus?
– can we destroy the attention of another?
– what does attention feel?
– can we get rid of focus and clarity?
– if we don’t have focus, does it exist?



– how do you know that you have attention?
– can you have more than one kind of focus or attention simultaneously?
– that we are very good at not having the attention we ought to have
– we should really be attentive to the attention that we need to have
 attention to
– what we know before we have attention
– how we talk about attention is how we regard the world
– before we have attention, we are nothing

reflect



we know that attention acts as a light-
ning rod. merely by concentrating on 
something one causes endless analogies 
to collect around it, even penetrate the 
boundaries of the subject itself: an expe-
rience that we call coincidence, seren-
dipity – the terminology is extensive.
              - Julio Cortázar

intermittently she caught the gist of his 
sentences and supplied the rest from her 
subconscious, as one picks up the striking 
of a clock in the middle with only the 
rhythm of the first uncounted strokes 
lingering in the mind.
   - F. Scott Fitzgerald

to pay attention, this is our endless and 
proper work.                     
                            -  Mary Oliver
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